Unique selectivity windows using selective displacers/eluents and mobile phase modifiers on hydroxyapatite.
A detailed study was carried out to combine the unique selectivity of ceramic hydroxyapatite (CHA) with the separation power of selective displacement chromatography. A robotic liquid handling system was employed to carry out a parallel batch screen on a displacer library made up of analogous compounds. By incorporating positively charged, metal chelating and/or hydrogen bonding groups into the design of the displacer, specific interaction sites on CHA were targeted, thus augmenting the selectivity of the separation. The effect of different mobile phase modifiers, such as phosphate, sulfate, lactate and borate, were also investigated. Important functional group moieties and trends for the design of CHA displacers were established. Selective batch separations were achieved between multiple protein pairs which were unable to be resolved using linear gradient techniques, demonstrating the applicability of this technique to multiple protein systems. The specific interaction moieties used on the selective displacer were found to dictate which protein was selectively displaced in the separation, a degree of control not possible using a mono-interaction type resin in displacement chromatography. Mobile phase modifiers were also shown to play a crucial role, augmenting the selectivity of a displacer in a synergistic fashion. Column separations were carried out using selective displacers and mobile phase modifiers identified in the batch experiments, and baseline separation of the previously unresolved protein pairs was achieved. Further, the elution order in these systems was able to be reversed while still maintaining baseline separations. This work establishes a new class of separations which combine the selectivities of multi-modal resins, displacers/eluents, and mobile phase modifiers to create unique selectivity windows unattainable using traditional modes of operation.